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MIGUEL GONZÁLEZ CABEZAS

Miguel González Cabezas (b. 1992 Alcalá de Henares (ES)) is a
multidisciplinary artist and researcher. He graduated with a MA in
Critical Studies at the Academy of Fine Arts of Vienna in 2018.
His research and multidisciplinary art projects evolve around
processes of social transformation, migration, power structures
and representation.

***
In my work I question current narratives on the nation-state and
neoliberal global capitalism by working on three lines: Life management
and the shift from biopolitics to necropolitics, global capitalisim and the
nation state, and Racism and racialization as a central category in
exclusion processes.

I focus on migrants, social movements as subjectivities of the crisis to
address and question the global condition. The methodology I follow
varies from project to project, using sometimes video but there is a
constant use of diagrams, maps as modes of visualization.
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Education 2017 On Artistic / Research, Academy of Fine Arts of Vienna (AT)

2018 MA in Critical Stadies, Academy of Fine Arts of Vienna, Vienna (AT)
2014 Fine Arts Degree, University of Salamanca, Salamanca (ES)
2015 International Seminar with Alice Creischer, UCM, Madrid (ES)
2015 XXII Image Symposium - Comparabilities: Relation and Scale, CA2M,
Móstles (ES)
2015 XXII Image Symposium - Workshop with Erick Beltrán,

2016 Balkanization, Friday Exit, Vienna (AT)
2016 Rundgang, Academy of Fine Arts of Vienna (AT)
2015 No Estamos, Casa de la Cultura de Vigo (ES)
2015 DIY, Göteborgs Konstmuseum, Gothenburg (SE)
2014 Visto por 25 La Alóndiga, Zamora (ES)
Residencies

CA2M, Móstoles (ES)
2015 Workshop with Artist Kamen Nedev - Map, Territory, Landscape. MUSAC,
León (ES)
2014 Course: Curating and Organization of Contemporary Art Exhibitions,
FIART, Madrid (ES)
2011 Course: Das Bild als Medium, Intermediality in Arts, Bauhaus Universität,

2017 Touch, Don’t Dominate, Residency-module UNIDEE, Pistoletto
Foundation, Biella (IT)
2016 Erasmus + for Young Entrepreneurs, Åle Kommun (SE)
2014 Art House Messen, Alvik (NO)
2014 Konstepidemin, Gothenburg (SE)

Weimar (DE)
2011 Course: Visual Arts and Stage in the Digital Times, DA2, Salamanca (ES)

Solo Exhibitions

Events and Presentations

2018 Projection of OMAN #2.004.820 at the Ozawa Lab, Ozawa (JPN)
2018 Workshop OMAN #2.004.820 a Labour Story with the students of the

2019 Crisis, Experimental Art Space of the USAL, Salamanca (ES)
2015 Re-Fill, KH Messen, Alvik (NO)
2014 Abierto Emergentes, Adora Calvo Gallery, Salamanca (ES)
2013 The Silk Route, Bayt Lothan (KW)
2011 Deriva, Casa Municipal de la Cultura, Ciudad Rodrigo (ES)

Social Science Faculty of the USAL, Salamanca (ES)
2015 Presentation at the III Encuentro de Artistas en Red, M.A.R.C.A. Museum,
Cacabelos (ES)
2014 Organisation of the I Young Artist Congress of Castilla y León, DA2
Salamanca (ES)

2011 Deriva, Espacio Joven Salamanca (ES)
2010 Luces de Locura, Fundación Germán Sanchez Ruiperez, Salamanca (ES)
Publications
Group Exhibitions
2017 Border Thinking. Disassembling Histories of Racialized Violence. Marina
2017 The GRAND TOUR Show, Kvaka 22, Belgrade (RS)

Grzinic (Ed.), Sternberg Press
2016 Wespennest 171: Back to the USSR - 2017
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2013-2014 SICUE Grant to Study Fine Arts at the UCM, Madrid (ES)
2012-2013 ERASMUS Grant to Study at the Georg - Simon OHM Hochschule,
Nuremberg (DE)

Words matter

2019 / thermical printer and mixed media
Words matter is an ongoing project that focuses the construction of
discourses under the neoliberal frame. This project starts considering
neoliberalism not only as economic measures but as a narrative order
where language and its uses play a key role.

Crisis

2016 - 2019

This project analyses from art and a historical perspective the relations
between neoliberal global capitalism, colonialism and exclusion policies.
The works presented can be read in three lines. On one side the
transition on sovereignty from the Nation-State to transnational
institutions, on the other the modes of life management this capitalism in
crisis that is shown in necropolitics, and last on how colonial projects can
still be perceived today.

Crisis

How to subvert a Galaxy? (2016)
Flag 100x70cm
A galaxy is defined as a bound system of stars and other elements that
are gravitationally structured. These stars can be also organized in star
or planetary systems, which are also gravitational structures but at a
smaller scale. All these structures create categories and power relations
based on fiscal parameters. If we look carefully at the EU flag we see it is
formed by stars organized as a circle keeping the same distance from
the centre, that should symbolize equality between member states and
democracy. So, making an analogy with the Galaxy that operates with
other parameters and categories, creating their own dependent systems,
how can we subvert the structure? How to change the power relations,
centres and systems? If the Copernican revolution meant a shift in the
understanding of centres, how can we change the current system? Do
we need centres?

Crisis
PLUS ULTRA (2017)
Variable measures
Plus Ultra is the national motto of Spain meaning “further beyond”. Since
2006 the Spanish government signed several agreements with
governments of countries of Africa, and started a special collaboration
with Morocco for the control of the Spanish borders and the European
ones within it. This externalization of border control has also been
implemented by other countries, such as Italy and the most recent case
has been the EU polemical agreement with Turkey. For practical
purposes this means that the border control is extended further away
than the geographical border, creating a space beyond the juridical
control of the European Liberal “Democracies”. But Spain was not only
the model for the border externalization; it was also a model for the
construction of walls, playing an important role in the fabrication of the
fences for other EU countries.

Crisis

No nos Representan. Representation Critique from Colonialism to
Catalonia. (2018)
Digital print (colour) on canvas
2 Diagramms: 80 x 200 cm and 80 x 140 cm
The purpose of this project is to propose a review, from an historical
perspective, of the break and continuation of historical narratives from
colonial history and capitalism, with its dispossession, to present
neoliberal, global context and exclusion politics, focusing on the Spanish
context. The title "No nos Representan" (They don’t represent us) refers
to the main slogan on the 15-M / Indignados Protest, that took place in
2011, against austerity measures and corruption. Protesters established
a critique on political representation by proposing more participative
ways of organization on the square.
The protest produced a cultural change in Spanish society that allowed
questioning historical narratives such as the transition process from
dictatorship to democracy, the unity / plurality of the state, and
colonialism and its role in the European context, bringing them to the
public.

Once the protest dissolved, discomfort was canalized through
institutional ways by the creation of Podemos, the start of the
independence process in Catalonia and Municipal Unity Candidacies.
This institutionalization process is also criticized as it reproduces some of
the exclusion modes once criticized.
This project's specificity is complemented by a global context, reflecting
on concepts such as crisis and democracy, analyzing the different
questions they try to answer and related historical forms and political
traditions. It also reflects on ongoing exclusion related to neoliberal
global capitalism and citizenship in its biopolitical forms and how the
protest in Spain developed, as it relates to forms that appeared
simultaneously during the Arab Spring, Occupy movement, Gezi Park,
Umbrella Revolution, etc.
Links to the original diagrams:
http://abschlussarbeiten.akbild.ac.at/files/
nonosrepresentan_diagramm_13022018150116.pdf
http://abschlussarbeiten.akbild.ac.at/files/
nonosrepresentan_diagramm_ext_13022018150058.pdf

Crisis

Do all citizens have the same capacity to make decisions? What people
can enjoy political rights, that is, be citizens? Who is excluded from the
concept of Citizenship?

PARTICIPATIVE

REPRESENTATIVE

7,11,18

Demos
Citizenship
Isegory:
Equal access to public
word
Isonomy:
Equal position to the law

Representational
crisis

CRISIS

DEMOCRACY

Territorial
crisis

4,6,7,11,14,15,18

Man was understood as a
zoo politikon with logos, that
is, a political animal with
rational thought, which
through its participation in
public life reaches its maximum expression. To participate, one had to be a
citizen, which meant being
free and not being financially dependent on other
people, thus excluding
women, foreigners and
slaves.

Economical
crisis

The Treaty of Westphalia
(1648) marks the beginning
of a new order in Europe,
based on the concept of
national sovereignty and
the introduction of the
concept of territorial integrity on which modern nation-states are based.

General Will (Volonté
Générale - Rousseau) of
the people on which authority in politics is legitimized.
Here representation would
mean giving body to the
collective will, embody and
therefore replace it.

Appearance of bodies

Repression

Amnesty

Politics of Memory
Fascism

National - Catholicism
EMPIRE

Reconciliation
Peaceful

Consens
TRANSITION

DICTATORSHIP

Rights and Duties of the
Individuals and therefore
the limitations that the state
must have as sovereign
against them: the rule of
law is created. Montesquieu for example makes a
proposal to limit the power
of the same in which its

Fear
Individualization
Precarization
Flexibilization

different functions (legislative, executive and judicial)
are divided and fall on
different people and institutions, limiting the powers of
the state over their own
interests.

Imperium

Entrance of Spain in the
NATO 1982

Racialization

BIOPOLITICS

7,8

EXCLUSION

Citizen
Biopolitic Citizenship
Governmentality

Subject > Ctizen
Biopolitics > Necropolitics

1,2,8,11,14,21

NEW
PARADIGM

European Citizenship, is a
biopolitical citizenship,
reserved only for a few,
while necropolitical citizenship is given to migrants,
refugees.

SCHENGEN
CIES Inmigration Detention Centers
SOUTHERN BORDER

FORTRESS
EUROPE

Entrance of Spain into the
EEC 1986. Deindustrialization of the country due to
the prohibition of subsidize
the national industry. Economic reforms were also made
privatizing 77 public companies under the euphemisms
of rationalization, size
adaptation and disinvestment. Some private companies were nationalized and
rescued to be sold to multinationals. The National
Industry Institute was
dismantled and its companies sold. The entrance into
the EEC meant the marginalization and subordination
of the national industry to
the interests of the European multinationals. 19

Supranational Structures
Entrance of Spain into the
SCHENGEN space 1991

Maastrich Treaty 1992.
Deepening of the so-called
income policies undertaken
in Spain since 1977, which
had led to a more unequal
distribution of the social
product (increase in capital
gains and decrease in
global wages). Spain with
this new economic model
became a perfect example
of financial capitalism, with
the creation of the construction bubble. 7,19

Social Facism

Miguel González Cabezas, Plus Ultra, 2016
Plus ultra is the national motto of Spain meaning “further beyond”. Since 2006 Spain was signing agreements with governments of several countries in Africa and starting a special collaboration with
Morocco in the control of the spanish borders and the european ones with it. This externalization of the border control was then also implemented by other countries as Italy and the most recent case has
been the polemical agreement with Turkey. For practical purposes this means that the border control is extended further away than the geographical border creating a space beyond the juridical control
of the european liberal “democracies”. But Spain was not only the model for the border externalization, but also for the construction of walls, playing an important role in the fabrication of the fences
for other EU countries.

Isolation Condition
Limited Right
Border Control

Disappearance of bodies

Genocide
Colonialism

Representative democracy
establishes different levels
in a hierarchical institutional
structure in which mediators
are introduced between
citizens and the power of
decision.

Subject
Necropolitic Citizenship
Migrants and Refugees

CITIZENSHIP

2,5,67,8,17

Liberal Tradition
Republican Tradition
Socialist Tradition
Political Parties

It can therefore be said that
modern politics is based on
the fiction discussed by
Hobbes that „people“ situates a sovereign: and this is
nothing more than the
general will of the people.

Catholicism
Capitalism

NECROPOLITICS

NEOLIBERALISM

7,11,18

Volonté Générale (of the demos)
Representation
Sovereignity
Right State
Nation State

In Classical Greece the vote
of each citizen was equivalent and all had the same
decision power.

Southern Border
Since 2006 Spain was signing agreements with governments of several countries in Africa and starting a special collaboration with Morocco in the control of the Spanish borders and the European ones together it. This externalization of the border
control has been was then also implemented by other countries such as Italy and the most recent case has been the EU‘s
polemical agreement with Turkey. For practical purposes this means that the border control is extended further away than
the geographical border creating a space beyond the juridical control of the European liberal regimes. Spain was not only
the model for the border externalization, but also for the construction of walls, playing an important role in the fabrication of
border fences as well.

Entrance of Spain in the
¤uro 2002

2008 GLOBAL
CAPITALISM CRISIS

Debt

Neoliberalism

EU

Change of Article 135 of
the Constitution. The 2nd
of September of 2011 PP
and PSOE change Article
135 Budgetary Stability of
the Constitution, so that the
payment of external debt
will be a priority in the
planning of the General
Budgets.

European
Citizenship

Politics of
Exclusion

Neocolonialisms

European Parliament
Election 2014. Podemos a
party created 2 months
earlier receives 5 representatives widening enormously
its public presence.

Picture of building constructions before 2008

II REPUBLIC 1931-1936

EMPIRE
1898 Cuba Disaster.
Cuba, the last colonial
territory in America is lost in
the Hispan-American War
This is culturally perceived
as the end of the glorious
imperial period, leaving an
identitarian gap.

78 Regime 1978 -

REPUBLIC
Second Republic.
The first democracy in
Spain and one of the milestones in the liberal tradition
since the Enlightment. 12

Civil War.
Started after a failed coup
d‘etat by fascist forces that
will develop in a conflict
lasting 3 years.
During this time numerous
collectivization processes
led by the anarchists will
happen showing alternative
modes of organization.
It also had a wide international support from voluntary
international brigades fighting against the instauration
of fascism. 12,20

Politics of memory on
space and time. The
winners of the Civil War
influence the national
identity changing names of
villages and dates to conmemorate their victory.
12,20
Stigmatization.
Stigmatization of the losers
as „un-patriotics“. 12,20

Return to the imperial
glorious past. Power is
based on a continuation of
the imperial glorious past:
The XV and XVI centuries
with the Catholic Kings and
Charles the I and Philipp
the II. In this sense a similar symbology to that of the
Catholic Kings is adopted.
This continuity will be the
legitimatory support of the
regime against liberals,
freemasons, socialists and
communists. 12

Catholic Church. Will play
a key role on the ritualization of the political memory
and the ideology of the
regime. 12
Valle de los Caídos
(Valley of the Fallen). Will
always remember always
the fallen of the national
side during the Civil War. It
still remains. Franco and
Primo de Rivera are still
buried there. Meanwhile
114.000 persons are still
missing buried in mass
graves. 12

1969 Juan Carlos de
Borbón is named successor as Head of the State
by Franco. A new period
was opened in which Juan
Carlos will be presented as
„King of all the Spaniards“
12

Amnesty Law of 1977.
Turning over a new leaf.
It meant the highlight of the
consens about the historical
past, but also the instauration of a collective amnesia.
It situated on a same level
winners and losers of the
war and will block questions
such as the compensation
of political prisoners and
conviction of repression
crimes. 12

1978 Constitution. End of
the Transition process,
instaurating a Parlamentary
Liberal Monarchy.

23 - F 1981. Failed coup
d‘etat attempt through which
the King will appear as
keeper of democracy (due
to its frustration), so the
image of a successful
republican regime seems
unproductive.

Constitutionalism
Supranational
Structures

Pactos de la Moncloa
(Moncloa‘s Convennants).
All political actors followed a
pragmatic position „without
ideologies“ looking for a
consens that will guide the
strategic positions to the
democratic transition. Clear
examples of this postition
are the Pactos de la Moncloa, achieved by all political parties to propose measures against the economic
situation. This consens will
be also showed in topics as
the decentralizaton of the
state.

Race. The revival of the
empire was built on the
ideal of the Hispanic Race.
Next to Race were other
values such as honour,
faith and chivalry embodied
by the military. 12

Municipal Elections 2015

78 REGIME

DICTATORSHIP

1492 Cristobal Colón
arrives to America
The origin of the Spanish
Nation (-state?) is founded
on the myth of the Christian
Reconquista (reconquest)
of the Iberian Peninsula
and the unification of its
kingdoms (except Portugal)
concluded by the Catholic
Kings. The latter set the
basis for the creation of the
Spanish Empire. This
implies the colonial expansion and the genocide on
the American Continent and
the the Hegemony over the
world during the first half of
the XVI century.
Catholic religion impregnates the vision of this nation
founded on the exclusion of
others. This narration will
be retaken by the dictatorial-fascist regime and continues until today. 1

Transition 1975 - 1978

DICTATORSHIP 1939-1975

CIVIL WAR 1936-1939

OXI Referendum in
Greece 2015

EU

Picture of a magazine showing Juan Carlos,
Franco and the word Continuity

IMPERIAL SPAIN 1492 - 1898

„Ley Mordaza“ (Gag Law)
- Citizen Security Law
2015 In order to stop social
mobilization, the PP government with an absolute
majority approved the
Citizen Security Law, better
known as the Gag Law, in
which the rights and freedoms of citizens are cut,
providing the State Security
Forces a high degree of
discretion. Monetary sanctions of up to € 60,000 were
imposed, which created a
high degree of fear and
stopped the social mobilization that would be conducted through the electoral
way thereafter.

Many companies were
declared bankrupt in the
first two years of the economic crisis. More than 2
millions of jobs were lost. 10

The agreements will enable
a reestructuration of the
labour market implementing
a flexibilization that will be
incremented during the 80s
and 90s and a partial liberalization of the financial
system. 12, 19

Political Stability

78 REGIME

Picture of an antifascist poster during the Civil War

New Economic
Model

What other forms of institutionality
can we create?

15- M PROTEST 2011

Popular Unity
Organizations

VERTICALITY
REPRESENTATIVE
STRUCTURES

Central motto of the protest: „They don´t represent us“

RUPTURE
HORIZONTALISM
POPULAR POWER
Picture of an assembly during the 15-M protests 13
ASSEMBLIES
RECUPERATE
PROTAGONISM
AFFECTIVE AND TRUST-BASED CONSTRUCTION
AUTOGESTIÓN
AUTONOMY

Start of the Procés 2013
Start of the Independece
Process in Catalonia

CUP

PODEMOS

HEGEMONY

15

Political Partys

Local level

ASSEMBLIES
TRASCEND
REPRESENTATION

15- M
PROTEST

Non Organized
Activism

HORIZONTALITY
AUTONOMY

PODEMOS is a political
party founded in 2014 that
aims to canalize the indignation of the 2011 15-M
protests to produce an
institutional change. Podemos seeks to address the
problems of inequality,
unemployment and economic malaise that followed in
the wake of the European
debt crisis, and corruption
as well.
Its organizing principles

inherits the democratic
demands, by giving more
decision power to the
citizens. Until 2016 its mode
of organization was based
on the assembly model
(círculos). After that moment
it has derivated in a more
vertical model, similar to
mainstream political parties,
with „progressive“ demands.

CUP (Popular Unity Candidacy) is a pro-Catalan
political party that focused
mainly on municipal politics
but also on regional (catalonia). The organization forms
seek to be as horizontal as
possible, based on the
assembly model and with
public political charges that
rotate.

Spanish General Elections 2015 - 2016
Due to the results and non
achievement of governments two elections were
held between 2015-2016

Declaration of Independence of the Republic of
Catalonia 2017

PAH
DIRECT DEMOCRACY

MAREAS

ARTIVISM

2,4,6,7,9,10,11,14,15,18,20,21

BANC
EXPROPIAT
POPULISM

Representation Critique 1,6,14,16

NO NOS REPRESENTAN Representation Critique from Colonialism to Catalonia by Miguel González Cabezas

EQUO

MORE
HORIZONTAL
INSTITUTIONS

Picture of the Spanish Parliament
Picture of the Valle de los Caídos today

15-M
PODEMOS
CATALONIA

The socialist president of
the Parliament moves the
portraits of the Visigoth
Kings from the Prado
Museum to be displayed
with those of other Christian
kings of the Spanish history.
No Muslim kings are
showed despite they ruled
800 years on the same
territory.

1998 Soil Law. It allowed to
buid and virtually develop
the whole territory, endow
ideologically the figure of
the owner and materially
support the growth of the
national oligarchies (construction and banking) 19

Fraticidal War. Civil War
will be resignified as a
collective catastrophe and a
War between Brothers.
The Second Republic will
be perceived as the preamble of the Civil War disaster,
being and therfore being
estigmatized. 12

Consens. Will be the key
word during the transition
process lasting until
nowadays blocking political
changes pointing them as
undemocratics. 12

Picture of one of the Visigoth Kings

PSOE - PP Governments.
During the PSOE governments (1982-1996) and PP
(1996-2004) the state will
be „modernized“ by implementing neoliberal privatizations, and the entrance into
the EU, the NATO and the
common European currency. 19

SOLFÓNICA

YAYOFLAUTAS

PAH (Plataforma de Afectados por la Hipoteca)
(Mortgage Affected Platform) Is a decentralized
grassroots organization that
emerged in 2009 to defend
the people who are threatened by the forced eviction of
households in case they
can not pay the mortgages.
Its origin is in Barcelona
where it attracted 40
people, mostly migrants to
avoid a forced eviction.

Later it spread throughout
the territory of the state,
acting in very different ways,
but always based on the
same principles, organizing
assemblies where a space
of trust was generated to
lose fear and empower the
people. This helped at the
same time to regard the
problem as collective and
not private. 10,15, 18

@Iaioflautas (old hippies)
A popular citizen initiative
for retirees that through
direct actions attract attention to the inequality and
injustice of austerity measures by blocking banks,
organizing protests and
demonstrations, as well as
street parties. It had a
relevant role during the
15-M especially on the
media level. 15, 18

Banc Expropiat active in
Barcelona focuses on
sustainability, poverty and
the dispossessed through
daily initiatives. 15, 18

La Solfónica, the 15-M
orchestra is defined as a
group that prioritizes the
collective interest over the
individual and is organized
horizontally. 15, 18

Sources
1 Aatar, Fátima (2017): Desobediència? https://directa.cat/desobediencia-0; 2 Álvarez, Claudia / Gallego, Pablo / Gándara, Fabio / Rivas, Oscar (2011): Nosotros, los indignados. Las voces comprometidas del #15-M, Ediciones Destino, Barcelona.; 3 AA.VV. (2017) Die Neue Munizipalismen. Soziale Bewegung und die Regierung der Städte. Transversal Texts; 4 Errejón, Íñigo / Mouffe, Chantal (2015): Construir Pueblo. Hegemonía y radicalización de la democracia, Icaria Editorial; 5 Fukuyama, Francis (2001) El fin de la historia y el último hombre, Paidós, Barcelona; 6 Fundación de los Comunes ed. (2016): Hacia Nuevas Instituciones Democráticas. Diferencia, Sostenimiento de la Vida y Políticas Públicas, Traficantes de Sueños, Madrid.; 7 Garzón Espinosa, Alberto (2014): La Tercera República, Editorial Península.; 8 Gržinić, Marina(2017): Political Agency: The Subject and the Citizen in the Time of Neoliberal Global Capitalism, AM Journal of Art and Media Studies http://fmkjournals.fmk.edu.rs/index.php/AM/article/view/205; 9 Hessel, Stephane (2011): ¡Indignaos!, Ediciones Destino, Barcelona; 10 Hou, Jeffrey / Knierbein, Sabine (2017): City Unsilenced. Urban Resistance and Public Space in the Age of Shrinking Democracy, Routledge, NY;
11 Kastner, Jens / Lorey, Isabel / Raunig, Gerald / Waibel, Tom (2012): Occupy! Die aktuellen Kämpfe um die Besetzung des Politischen, Verlag Turia + Kant, Wien; 12 L. Bernecker, Walther / Brinkmann, Sören (2011): Kampf de Erinnerungen. Der Spanische Bürgerkrieg in Politik und Gesellschaft 1936-2010. Verlag Graswurzelrevolution, Heidelberg; 13 Martínez, Pablo (2017): From images of Protest to Images that Protest. In VV.AA. (2017) Willem de Rooij: Index, Koenig Books, 2017; 14 Prentoulis, Marina / Thomassen, Lasse (2012): Political Theory in the Square: Protest, Representation and Subjectification. APSA 2012 Annual Meeting Paper. Available at SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=2104775; 15 Sitrin, Marina / Azzellini, Dario (2015): They Can t Represent Us. Reinventing Democracy from Greece to Occupy! Verso, London.; 16 Hall, Stuart ed. (1997), Representation: Cultural Representations and Signifying Practices, Sage Publications, London.; 17 Thompson, Nato (2015): Seeing Power. Art and Activism in the 21st Century, Melville House, Brooklyn; 18 Tormey, Simon (2015): Vom Ende der repräsentativen Demokratie, Hamburger Edition.; 19 Palomera, Jaime (2015): The Political Economy of Spain. A brief history (1939-2014),
Department d’Antropologia Social, Universitat de Barcelona; 20 Valverde Gefaell, Clara (2014): Desenterrar las Palabras. Transmisión generacional del trauma de la violencia política del s.XX en el Estado español, Icaria Editorial.; 21 Valverde Gefaell, Clara (2015): De la Necropolítica Neoliberal a la Empatía Radical, Icaria Editorial

Crisis

(”They don’t represent us”) 15M / INDIGNADOS

Change of Article 135 of
the Constitution. The 2nd
of September of 2011 PP
and PSOE change Article
135 Budgetary Stability of
the Constitution, so that the
payment of external debt
will be a priority in the
planning of the General
Budgets.

Municipal Elections 2015.
Popular Unity candidacys
win over conservative ones
in the most populated cities
of the country, starting
alternative policies to austerity, implementing more
participation by the locals
and stopping evictions.

European Parliament
Election 2014. Podemos a
party created 2 months
earlier receives 5 representatives widening enormously
its public presence.
Abdication of King Juan
Carlos I 2014
After numerous scandals
the King abdicates in his
son, starting a renewal of
the Monarchic Institution
and of the 78 Regime within
it.

Transition Law.
In September 2017 the
Parliament of Catalonia
approves the Transition Law
for the creation of the Republic of Catalonia, to be
applied in case of a yes in
the planned referendum.
The text copied and pasted
the Inmigration Law of the
Spanish state changing
Spanish nationality for
Catalan, reproducing the
same exclusion procedures.
1

VERTICALITY

Picture of a woman building ballot boxes

NO

Referendum Catalonia
2018
October the first, Catalonia
held a referendum for its
independence promoted by
the Catalonian Parliament
and prohibited by the Constitutional Court of the Spanish State.
The call was strongly
repressed by the police and
irregularities were reported
by international observers.
With a participation of 43%
the result was a clear yes,
opening the door to the
creation of the new State.
After the referendum around
2.000 companies moved the
central seat from Catalonia
to Spain.

ORGANIZATION

HORIZONTALITY

REPRESENTATION
CRITIQUE

NOS

Structures, rules.
Horizontality is Instituted

Tension

Image of the protest Rodea el Congreso in 2012
Foundation of Podemos
2014.
It has a direct impact on the
decrease of social movilizations, as it canlalizes to
institutional ways the
discomfort.

„Ley Mordaza“ (Gag Law)
- Citizen Security Law
2015 In order to stop social
mobilization, the PP government with an absolute
majority approved the
Citizen Security Law, better
known as the Gag Law, in
which the rights and freedoms of citizens are cut,
providing the State Security
Forces a high degree of
discretion. Monetary sanctions of up to ¤ 60,000 were
imposed, which created a
high degree of fear and
stopped the social mobilization that would be conducted through the electoral
way thereafter.

1,6,14,16

REPRESENTAN

POLITICAL
REPRESENTATION

EU
78 REGIME

REPRESENTATION
PRACTICES

PROTEST

15-M

Representing
protesters

BEYOND
REPRESENTATION

REPRESENTATIONAL
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Direct democracy
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Mareas
Between 2011 and 2015
massive social mobilizations
continue despite the dissolution of the 15-M
movement. They are called
mareas (tides) and organize
in colours protesting against
the austerity meassures.

15- M PROTEST 2011

Start of the Procés 2013
Start of the Independece
Process in Catalonia.
The 11 of September, the
National Day of Catalonia is
chosen to perform a human
chain from France to Valencia, getting international
attention of the media.
This nationalistic process is
canalizing on a regional
level the discomfort with the
central government started
in 2011. The initial manifest
was promoting a change in
the political model, but also
in the economical, and
social, that implied the end
of capitalism and the independence of Catalonia.

Diada 2014.
Again the 11th of September a big concentration
takes place in Barcelona to
protest for the right to
decide in a referendum
about the independence.
They will congregate in the
streets creating a V of vote.

Spanish General Elections 2015 - 2016
Due to the results and non
achievement of governments two elections were
held between 2015-2016

Diada 2015.
The 11th of September a
massive protest is held in
Barcelona to protest for the
right to decide in a referendum about the independence
again.
Many personalities are
invited and the basis for an
unilateral independence
declaration is set.

Diada 2016.
Many political forces organize diferent acts showing the
plurality of the movement.
Decided to initiate the
institutional disconexion of
the Spanish State.

Application of Article 155.
On October 11th the central
government applies the
Article 155 of the Constitution in order to intervene the
Autonomy of Catalonia and
dissolve its Parliament,
calling for trials the head
representatives of the
Procés.

Demands
The identities
and interests
are constituted
in the collective action

CORRESPONDANCE
IMAGINARY

Institutional political discourse
LEGITIMATION
Net Images
SUBJECTIVATION

Declaration of Independence of the Republic of
Catalonia 2017.
Due to the inminent application of article 155 the President of the parliament (in its
name) declares for the 3rd
time in its history the independence of Catalonia.

What can images
activate politically?
Representation as mimesis

Electoral Programm of
Podemos in 2015

Mainstream media images

Claims

Image of the Diada 2015

What social movements and
activists like the PAH is the
reppresentation of wishes,
the will to show that there is
another way to act against
certain problematics, and
give alternative solutions to
the problems created by the
crisis.

Image of the Diada 2014

EXCLUSION
1,2,8,11,14,21

Image of an assembly during the 15-M in Cádiz

DEMOCRACY
4,6,7,11,14,15,18

CRISIS

Rhizomatic

OMAN # 2,004,820

2017 / Film, 13min.
Oman # 2,004,820 Is a documentary short film that collects interviews
with expat and local workers in the construction field in Sur, Oman.
Images of the working areas are shown while the spectator listens to
testimonies of workers coming from a wide range of countries, showing
the privileges and contradictions in the harsh working conditions. As a
counterpoint to the personal stories texts of the Omani Labour Law are
shown.
https://vimeo.com/214486651 Password: bidbidsur

mapamundi

2014 / book
mapamundi is a book that investigates the relation between maps and
the point of view and ideas that are shown in them. Maps are organized,
recombined and opposed to create new interpretations and views on
cartography. From the problem of the partition and distribution of the
https://vimeo.com/119699925

globe space we found in the political theory of Carl Schmitt a thesis on
the link between between ways of populating and formation of mental or
cultural categories.
Link: https://vimeo.com/119699925

